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The Dialogical Mind
DID JESUS EVER REALLY EXIST--AND IF SO, WHO WAS HE?

Heavens on Earth
"What every leader needs to know about dignity and how to create a culture in which everyone thrives. This landmark book from an expert in dignity
studies explores the essential but under-recognized role of dignity as part of good leadership. Extending the reach of her award-winning book Dignity: Its
Essential Role in Resolving Conflict, Donna Hicks now contributes a specific, practical guide to achieving a culture of dignity. Most people know very little
about dignity, the author has found, and when leaders fail to respect the dignity of others, conflict and distrust ensue. She highlights three components of
leading with dignity: what one must know in order to honor dignity and avoid violating it; what one must do to lead with dignity; and how one can create a
culture of dignity in any organization, whether corporate, religious, governmental, healthcare, or beyond. Brimming with key research findings, real-life
case studies, and workable recommendations, this book fills an important gap in our understanding of how best to be together in a conflict-ridden world."--

Faith Versus Fact
In an ideal world, our beliefs would satisfy norms of truth and rationality, as well as foster the acquisition, retention, and use of other relevant information.
In reality, we have limited cognitive capacities and are subject to motivational biases on an everyday basis. We may also experience impairments in
perception, memory, learning, and reasoning in the course of our lives. Such limitations and impairments give rise to distorted memory beliefs,
confabulated explanations, and beliefs that are elaborated delusional, motivated delusional, or optimistically biased. In this book, Lisa Bortolotti argues that
some irrational beliefs qualify as epistemically innocent, where, in some contexts, the adoption, maintenance, or reporting of the beliefs delivers significant
epistemic benefits that could not be easily attained otherwise. Epistemic innocence does not imply that the epistemic benefits of the irrational belief
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outweigh its epistemic costs, yet it clarifies the relationship between the epistemic and psychological effects of irrational beliefs on agency. It is misleading
to assume that epistemic rationality and psychological adaptiveness always go hand-in-hand, but also that there is a straight-forward trade-off between
them. Rather, epistemic irrationality can lead to psychological adaptiveness, which in turn can support the attainment of epistemic goals. Recognising the
circumstances in which irrational beliefs enhance or restore epistemic performance informs our mutual interactions and enables us to take measures to
reduce their irrationality without undermining the conditions for epistemic success.

Is Religion Dangerous?
Current debate about religion seems to be going nowhere. Atheists persist with their arguments, many plausible and some unanswerable, but they make no
impact on believers. Defenders of religion find atheists equally unwilling to cede ground. Noting that religion is not what atheists think it is, Tim Crane
offers a way out of this stalemate.

Is Faith Irrational?
Straddling the boundaries between science, religion, and philosophy, this book is essential reading for anyone interested in the current cultural war between
atheism and belief A wide ranging and informed discussion that addresses the key questions raised by the New Atheists, this engaging and stimulating read
debunks the notion that rationality and intelligence are incompatible with belief in God. If the New Atheists are to be believed, religious belief is dangerous
and irrational. With increasingly intolerant polemic they are dismissing the views of religious people, and misconstruing them in the process. Written with
wit, style, and clarity of meaning, this book directly addresses many of the main criticisms raised by the New Atheists—such as Does God cause evil? Is the
universe intelligently designed? Is God free?—and is an indispensable read for anyone interested in the arguments for and against religious belief.

What are Freedoms For?
Christopher Hitchens, described in the London Observer as “one of the most prolific, as well as brilliant, journalists of our time” takes on his biggest subject
yet–the increasingly dangerous role of religion in the world. In the tradition of Bertrand Russell’s Why I Am Not a Christian and Sam Harris’s recent
bestseller, The End Of Faith, Christopher Hitchens makes the ultimate case against religion. With a close and erudite reading of the major religious texts, he
documents the ways in which religion is a man-made wish, a cause of dangerous sexual repression, and a distortion of our origins in the cosmos. With
eloquent clarity, Hitchens frames the argument for a more secular life based on science and reason, in which hell is replaced by the Hubble Telescope’s
awesome view of the universe, and Moses and the burning bush give way to the beauty and symmetry of the double helix. From the Hardcover edition.

The Epistemic Innocence of Irrational Beliefs
Marková offers a dialogical perspective to problems in daily life and professional practices involving communication, care, and therapy.
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The 7 Laws of Magical Thinking
Is Faith Irrational? is a chapter from Nicky Gumbel's book, Searching Issues. Nicky tackles questions around the rationality of faith, as it can be a barrier
for some and one of the most common questions asked on Alpha. This is an ideal take away for an Alpha guest who is struggling with this topic or anyone
curious to find out more. Alpha creates an environment of hospitality where people can bring their friends, family and work colleagues to explore the
Christian faith, ask questions and share their point of view. Alpha makes it easy to invite friends to have spiritual conversations which explore life's biggest
questions in a safe and respectful way. Alpha's approach to hospitality, faith and discussion is designed to welcome everyone, especially those who might
not describe themselves as Christians or church-goers. Each session includes time for a large group meal, short teaching, and small group discussion.

Lord or Legend?
For all the thousands of books that have been written about religion, few until this one have attempted to examine it scientifically: to ask why—and how—it
has shaped so many lives so strongly. Is religion a product of blind evolutionary instinct or rational choice? Is it truly the best way to live a moral life?
Ranging through biology, history, and psychology, Daniel C. Dennett charts religion’s evolution from “wild” folk belief to “domesticated” dogma. Not an
antireligious screed but an unblinking look beneath the veil of orthodoxy, Breaking the Spell will be read and debated by believers and skeptics alike.

The World Until Yesterday
This book develops an inductive risk account of the limits of reasonable religious disagreement. The riskiness of different people’s methods for forming
religious beliefs is shown central both to understanding fundamentalist orientation and to concerns that philosophers and theologians share for “ownership”
of risk in people’s faith ventures.

Religion Within Reason
The Power of Religion in the Public Sphere represents a rare opportunity to experience a diverse group of preeminent philosophers confronting one
pervasive contemporary concern: what role does or should religion play in our public lives? Reflecting on her recent work concerning state violence in
Israel-Palestine, Judith Butler explores the potential of religious perspectives for renewing cultural and political criticism, while Jürgen Habermas, best
known for his seminal conception of the public sphere, thinks through the ambiguous legacy of the concept of "the political" in contemporary theory.
Charles Taylor argues for a radical redefinition of secularism, and Cornel West defends civil disobedience and emancipatory theology. Eduardo Mendieta
and Jonathan VanAntwerpen detail the immense contribution of these philosophers to contemporary social and political theory, and an afterword by Craig
Calhoun places these attempts to reconceive the significance of both religion and the secular in the context of contemporary national and international
politics.
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Breaking the Spell
How we feel is as vital to our survival as how we think. This claim, based on the premise that emotions are largely adaptive, serves as the organizing theme
of Why We Need Religion. This book is a novel pathway in a well-trodden field of religious studies and philosophy of religion. Stephen Asma argues that,
like art, religion has direct access to our emotional lives in ways that science does not. Yes, science can give us emotional feelings of wonder and the
sublime--we can feel the sacred depths of nature--but there are many forms of human suffering and vulnerability that are beyond the reach of help from
science. Different emotional stresses require different kinds of rescue. Unlike secular authors who praise religion's ethical and civilizing function, Asma
argues that its core value lies in its emotionally therapeutic power. No theorist of religion has failed to notice the importance of emotions in spiritual and
ritual life, but truly systematic research has only recently delivered concrete data on the neurology, psychology, and anthropology of the emotional systems.
This very recent "affective turn" has begun to map out a powerful territory of embodied cognition. Why We Need Religion incorporates new data from
these affective sciences into the philosophy of religion. It goes on to describe the way in which religion manages those systems--rage, play, lust, care, grief,
and so on. Finally, it argues that religion is still the best cultural apparatus for doing this adaptive work. In short, the book is a Darwinian defense of
religious emotions and the cultural systems that manage them.

Irrational Faith
FIRM STREET DATE = NOVEMBER 4, 2008. STORES MUST NOT HAVE THIS TITLE ON DISPLAY BEFORE 11/4/08.A low-cost softcover that is
perfect to give to seeking friends and neighbors to explain why an intelligent, college-educated person can believe in Christianity.Is Christianity true? Can
educated, thinking people really believe the Bible? Or, do the athiests have it right? Has Christianity been disproved by science and discredited as a guide to
morality?Best-selling author Dinesh D'Souza (What's So Great About America) approaches Christianity with a skeptical eye, but treats the skeptics with
equal skepticism. The result is a book that will challenge the assumptions of doubters and affirm that there really is, indeed, something great about
Christianity.

Irrationality
In this witty and perceptive debut, a former editor at Psychology Today shows us how magical thinking makes life worth living. Psychologists have
documented a litany of cognitive biases- misperceptions of the world-and explained their positive functions. Now, Matthew Hutson shows us that even the
most hardcore skeptic indulges in magical thinking all the time-and it's crucial to our survival. Drawing on evolution, cognitive science, and neuroscience,
Hutson shows us that magical thinking has been so useful to us that it's hardwired into our brains. It encourages us to think that we actually have free will. It
helps make us believe that we have an underlying purpose in the world. It can even protect us from the paralyzing awareness of our own mortality. In other
words, magical thinking is a completely irrational way of making our lives make rational sense. With wonderfully entertaining stories, personal reflections,
and sharp observations, Hutson reveals our deepest fears and longings. He also assures us that it is no accident his surname contains so many of the same
letters as this imprint.
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The Edge of Reason
Alister McGrath and Joanna Collicutt McGrath present a reliable assessment of The God Delusion by Richard Dawkins, famed atheist and scientist, and the
many questions this book raises--including, above all, the relevance of faith and the quest for meaning.

Battling the Gods
The Dawkins Delusion?
An urgent defense of reason, the essential method for resolving—or even discussing—divisive issues: “A timely masterpiece.”—Patricia S. Churchland, author
of Touching a Nerve Reason, long held as the highest human achievement, is under siege. According to Aristotle, the capacity for reason sets us apart from
other animals, yet today it has ceased to be a universally admired faculty. Rationality and reason have become political, disputed concepts, subject to easy
dismissal. Julian Baggini argues eloquently that we must recover our reason and reassess its proper place, neither too highly exalted nor completely
maligned. Rationality does not require a cold, sterile worldview—it simply involves the application of critical thinking wherever thinking is needed.
Addressing such major areas of debate as religion, science, politics, psychology, and economics, the author calls for commitment to the notion of a
“community of reason,” where disagreements are settled by debate and discussion, not brute force or political power. Baggini’s insightful book celebrates
the power of reason, our best hope—indeed our only hope—for dealing with the intractable quagmires of our time. “The toxic gloating of ‘gut feelings,’
hateful politics and heart-over-head attacks on good sense urgently need an antidote. Baggini has risen to the occasion…compelling.”—Patricia S. Churchland,
author of Conscience: The Origins of Moral Intuition

God
A fascinating exploration of the breadth of social, emotional, and spiritual experiences of atheists in America Self-identified atheists make up roughly 5
percent of the American religious landscape, comprising a larger population than Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Jews, Orthodox Christians, Muslims,
Buddhists, and Hindus combined. In spite of their relatively significant presence in society, atheists are one of the most stigmatized groups in the United
States, frequently portrayed as immoral, unhappy, or even outright angry. Yet we know very little about what their lives are actually like as they live among
their largely religious, and sometimes hostile, fellow citizens. In this book, Jerome P. Baggett listens to what atheists have to say about their own lives and
viewpoints. Drawing on questionnaires and interviews with more than five hundred American atheists scattered across the country, The Varieties of
Nonreligious Experience uncovers what they think about morality, what gives meaning to their lives, how they feel about religious people, and what they
think and know about religion itself. Though the wider public routinely understands atheists in negative terms, as people who do not believe in God,
Baggett pushes readers to view them in a different light. Rather than simply rejecting God and religion, atheists actually embrace something much more
substantive—lives marked by greater integrity, open-mindedness, and progress. Beyond just talking about or to American atheists, the time is overdue to let
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them speak for themselves. This book is a must-read for anyone interested in joining the conversation.

The Meaning of Belief
Arguments between those who hold religious beliefs and those who do not have been at fever pitch. They have also reached an impasse, with equally
entrenched views held by believer and atheist - and even agnostic - alike. This collection is one of the first books to move beyond this deadlock. Specially
commissioned chapters address major areas that cut across the debate between the two sides: the origin of knowledge, objectivity and meaning; moral
values and the nature of the human person and the good life; and the challenge of how to promote honest and fruitful dialogue in the light of the wide
diversity of beliefs, religious and otherwise. Under these broad headings leading figures in the field examine and reflect upon: Secular and religious
humanism The idea of the sacred The vexed issue of science in both religious and secular accounts of knowledge Spirituality for the godless Non-western
perspectives on the atheism/theism debate. A key feature of the collection is a dialogue between Raymond Tallis and Rowan Williams, former Archbishop
of Canterbury. Religion and Atheism: Beyond the Divide will interest anyone who is concerned about the clash between the religious and the secular and
how to move beyond it, as well as students of ethics, philosophy of religion and religious studies.

Is Religion Dangerous?
If the New Atheists are to be believed, religious belief is not only dangerous and irrational, but just plain stupid. With increasingly intolerant polemic they
are dismissing the views of religious people, and misconstruing them in the process. In this book, Keith Ward debunks the notion that rationality and
intelligence are incompatible with belief in God, going through some of the main criticisms raised by the New Atheists (and their predecessors), for
example: Does God cause evil? Is the universe intelligently designed? Is God free? This book is essential reading for anyone interested in the current
cultural war between atheism and belief.

Why We Need Religion
A scientific exploration into humanity’s obsession with the afterlife and quest for immortality from the bestselling author and skeptic Michael Shermer In
his most ambitious work yet, Shermer sets out to discover what drives humans’ belief in life after death, focusing on recent scientific attempts to achieve
immortality along with utopian attempts to create heaven on earth. For millennia, religions have concocted numerous manifestations of heaven and the
afterlife, and though no one has ever returned from such a place to report what it is really like—or that it even exists—today science and technology are being
used to try to make it happen in our lifetime. From radical life extension to cryonic suspension to mind uploading, Shermer considers how realistic these
attempts are from a proper skeptical perspective. Heavens on Earth concludes with an uplifting paean to purpose and progress and how we can live well in
the here-and-now, whether or not there is a hereafter.

The Neurology of Religion
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In The Irrational Atheist Vox Day, writer, columnist and software designer, challenges three authors, Sam Harris, Richard Dawkins and Christopher
Hitchens, on their own ground—reason itself. Day argues persuasively that Dawkins, Harris and Hitchens employ false assertions and faulty reasoning
throughout their works. From the assertion that religion drives wars to the analysis showing blue states are more moral than red states, Day, in this
rigorously documented work, dissects the false conclusions and shows exactly why they are wrong. The Irrational Atheist does not argue from a religious or
Biblical perspective—its arguments are purely based on hard factual data and careful reasoning.

What's So Great About Christianity
The idea that religion has a dangerous tendency to promote violence is part of the conventional wisdom of Western societies, and it underlies many of our
institutions and policies, from limits on the public role of religion to efforts to promote liberal democracy in the Middle East. William T. Cavanaugh
challenges this conventional wisdom by examining how the twin categories of religion and the secular are constructed. A growing body of scholarly work
explores how the category 'religion' has been constructed in the modern West and in colonial contexts according to specific configurations of political
power. Cavanaugh draws on this scholarship to examine how timeless and transcultural categories of 'religion and 'the secular' are used in arguments that
religion causes violence. He argues three points: 1) There is no transhistorical and transcultural essence of religion. What counts as religious or secular in
any given context is a function of political configurations of power; 2) Such a transhistorical and transcultural concept of religion as non-rational and prone
to violence is one of the foundational legitimating myths of Western society; 3) This myth can be and is used to legitimate neo-colonial violence against
non-Western others, particularly the Muslim world.

The Believing Brain
"How new is atheism? Although adherents and opponents alike today present it as an invention of the European Enlightenment, when the forces of science
and secularism broadly challenged those of faith, disbelief in the gods, in fact, originated in a far more remote past. In Battling the Gods, Tim Whitmarsh
journeys into the ancient Mediterranean, a world almost unimaginably different from our own, to recover the stories and voices of those who first refused
the divinities. Homer's epic poems of human striving, journeying, and passion were ancient Greece's only "sacred texts," but no ancient Greek thought twice
about questioning or mocking his stories of the gods. Priests were functionaries rather than sources of moral or cosmological wisdom. The absence of
centralized religious authority made for an extraordinary variety of perspectives on sacred matters, from the devotional to the atheos, or "godless."
Whitmarsh explores this kaleidoscopic range of ideas about the gods, focusing on the colorful individuals who challenged their existence. Among these
were some of the greatest ancient poets and philosophers and writers, as well as the less well known: Diagoras of Melos, perhaps the first self-professed
atheist; Democritus, the first materialist; Socrates, executed for rejecting the gods of the Athenian state; Epicurus and his followers, who thought gods could
not intervene in human affairs; the brilliantly mischievous satirist Lucian of Samosata. Before the revolutions of late antiquity, which saw the scriptural
religions of Christianity and Islam enforced by imperial might, there were few constraints on belief. Everything changed, however, in the millennium
between the appearance of the Homeric poems and Christianity's establishment as Rome's state religion in the fourth century AD. As successive GrecoRoman empires grew in size and complexity, and power was increasingly concentrated in central capitals, states sought to impose collective religious
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adherence, first to cults devoted to individual rulers, and ultimately to monotheism. In this new world, there was no room for outright disbelief: the label
"atheist" was used now to demonize anyone who merely disagreed with the orthodoxy--and so it would remain for centuries."--Jacket.

Thoughtful Theism: Redeeming Reason in an Irrational Age
Life definitely comes with its difficulties, uncertainties and questions of what the next step will be for you and your family. Some people choose to rely on
their own strength and understanding to overcome the challenges in their way, while others may just let despair take over and convince themselves no
solution is available. However, true believers in Jesus Christ know that through their salvation in Him, God hears, recognizes and will bless those who love
and trust in Him. These believers have what author Anthony Taylor calls Irrational Faith, the title of his newest book that focuses on keeping believers' eyes
on God while in complicated situations. Irrational faith comes through in heartfelt, groundbreaking decisions that a believer makes in order to surpass their
negative outlook on their situation while faithfully seeking the will of God. From making the decision to accept Jesus as their savior to being tireless in
prayer and patience, believers will become acquainted to God's voice and direction for their journey through life. Our attitude alone cannot define our faith.
Faith must be developed by obeying God's word through the storms of life. It is during these times that we rely on God's provision, promises and overall
concern for us revealed in His word. Anthony uses the familiar life stories of Rahab, Noah, Abraham and others to exemplify how each were faced with
similar opposition in different scenarios, and received God's abundant blessings when they relinquished their lives to Him. By allowing God to take over the
reins of your life, you, as the believer, are ready to face the obstacles in your path, with the full force of the Savior and Heavenly Father in front. Seeing
follows believing when you give everything over to God, and find freedom in your breakthrough from sin. Anthony L. Taylor is a U.S. Army Chaplain, and
one of today's dynamic speakers on the themes of faith development, spiritual resilience, empowerment, goal-setting, marriage and family wellness. He
previously served as a senior pastor in Norfolk, Virginia from 1992 to 2000. He holds a Master of Divinity degree from Howard University, a MFT degree
from Texas A&M Central TX, a CPE Certification from Riverside Regional Medical Center and a Doctor of Ministry degree from United Theological
Seminary. Anthony and his wife, Paula, are the parents of three grown children, and reside in Central, Texas.

The Varieties of Nonreligious Experience
Amy Orr-Ewing addresses key questions and objections that many people today have about God. She explores whether our understanding of God is
delusional or merely a psychological crutch, as many today claim, and whether Christianity's claim to a unique personal relationship with God is plausible.

The Irrational Atheist
The Believing Brain is bestselling author Michael Shermer's comprehensive and provocative theory on how beliefs are born, formed, reinforced,
challenged, changed, and extinguished. In this work synthesizing thirty years of research, psychologist, historian of science, and the world's best-known
skeptic Michael Shermer upends the traditional thinking about how humans form beliefs about the world. Simply put, beliefs come first and explanations
for beliefs follow. The brain, Shermer argues, is a belief engine. From sensory data flowing in through the senses, the brain naturally begins to look for and
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find patterns, and then infuses those patterns with meaning. Our brains connect the dots of our world into meaningful patterns that explain why things
happen, and these patterns become beliefs. Once beliefs are formed the brain begins to look for and find confirmatory evidence in support of those beliefs,
which accelerates the process of reinforcing them, and round and round the process goes in a positive-feedback loop of belief confirmation. Shermer
outlines the numerous cognitive tools our brains engage to reinforce our beliefs as truths. Interlaced with his theory of belief, Shermer provides countless
real-world examples of how this process operates, from politics, economics, and religion to conspiracy theories, the supernatural, and the paranormal.
Ultimately, he demonstrates why science is the best tool ever devised to determine whether or not a belief matches reality.

Religious Disagreement
In the views of most believers and critics, religion is essentially connected to the existence of a supernatural deity. If supernaturalism is not reasonable, the
argument goes, religion cannot be reasonable—or if supernaturalism is reasonable, religion must be as well. Are faith and reason, religion and science,
doomed to a constant struggle for the heart of humanity? Steven M. Cahn believes that they are not, that even if God exists, religion may not be justified
and that even if religion is justified, belief in God may not be. In Religion Within Reason, Cahn argues that the common understanding of the relationship
between religion and supernaturalism is flawed and that while supernaturalism is not reasonable, religious commitment may well be. Writing not as a theist
but as one who finds much to admire in a religious life, he examines faith and reason, miracles, heaven and hell, religious diversity, and the problem of evil,
using a variety of examples taken from religious thought, literature, and popular culture. Lucidly written in a nonpolemical spirit, Religion Within Reason
offers an exciting new approach to the reconciliation of science and religion.

God Is Not Great
This Element examines what we can learn from religious disagreement, focusing on disagreement with possible selves and former selves, the epistemic
significance of religious agreement, the problem of disagreements between religious experts, and the significance of philosophy of religion. Helen De Cruz
shows how religious beliefs of others constitute significant higher-order evidence. At the same time, she advises that we should not necessarily become
agnostic about all religious matters, because our cognitive background colors the way we evaluate evidence. This allows us to maintain religious beliefs in
many cases, while nevertheless taking the religious beliefs of others seriously.

Science and the Modern World
The first book to deal with all the arguments against religion and, equally important, to put forward an alternative - humanism

The God Argument
The distinguished historian and author of The Medici Conspiracy examines atheism as a modern intellectual achievement that has motivated individuals to
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pursue invention and self-reliance, citing the accomplishments of secular philosophers, scientists and artists who have worked in the absence of religious
belief.

The Power of Religion in the Public Sphere
We generally suppose that it is our right to freedom which allows us to make the choices that shape our lives. The right to have an abortion is called
"freedom of choice" because, it is said, a woman should be free to choose between giving birth and not doing so. Freedom of speech protects us whether we
want to salute the flag or burn it. There is a correlative principle: one choice is as good as another. Freedom is not a right that makes moral judgments. It
lets us do what we want. John Garvey disputes both propositions. We should understand freedom, he maintains, as a right to act, not a right to choose; and
furthermore, we should view freedom as a right to engage in actions that are good and valuable. This may seem obvious, but it inverts a central principle of
liberalism--the idea that the right is prior to the good. Thus friendship is a good thing; and one reason the Constitution protects freedom of association is
that it gives us the space to form friendships. This book casts doubt on the idea that freedoms are bilateral rights that allow us to make contradictory
choices: to speak or remain silent, to believe in God or to disbelieve, to abort or to give birth to a child. Garvey argues that the goodness of childbearing
does not entail the goodness of abortion; and if freedom follows from the good, then freedom to do the first does not entail the freedom to do the second.
Each action must have its own justification. Garvey holds that if the law is to protect freedoms, it is permissible--indeed it is necessary--to make judgments
about the goodness and badness of actions. The author's keen insights into important rights issues, communicated with verve and a variety of both real and
hypothetical cases, will be of interest to all who care about the meaning of freedoms.

The Myth of Religious Violence
This intriguing and innovative book examines what can be learnt about the brain mechanisms underlying religious practice from studying people with
neurological disorders, such as strokes, epilepsy, and Parkinson's disease. Using a clinical case-study approach, the book analyses the interaction of social
influences, religious upbringing, and neurological disorders on beliefs in a number of different religions. The interdisciplinary angle of the book ensures a
variety of perspectives to help understand how religious beliefs are affected when cognitive function is impaired. Real examples are used throughout the
book, enabling readers to view people's religious experience in context as opposed to simulated scenarios. Examples include people whose beliefs change
due to neurological conditions, as well as how faith can help people in coping with these disorders.

Religion Explained
Many commentators today claim that religion is dangerous and harmful. In addressing this question, Keith Ward begins by defining what religion actually
is and how most human harm has been caused. He then looks at why people say that religion is dangerous, focusing particularly on religious wars and
conflicts and on specific attacks on religion, such as the claims that God is wrathful, that religion is intolerant, that religious morality is primitive and cruel.
Keith Ward argues that religion produces great good - for example, in terms of hospitals, the abolition of slavery, great art and music, moral heroism, and
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philosophy and science. Religion, he concludes, is the best rational basis for morality.

Is Religion Irrational?
Examines the case for religion as a force for good, using evidence from history, philosophy, sociology, and psychology, and explores its role in violence, its
use of reason, and its influence as a source of morality.

Religion and Atheism
From the author of No.1 international bestseller Collapse, a mesmerizing portrait of the human past that offers profound lessons for how we can live today
Visionary, prize-winning author Jared Diamond changed the way we think about the rise and fall of human civilizations with his previous international
bestsellers Guns, Germs and Steel and Collapse. Now he returns with another epic - and groundbreaking - journey into our rapidly receding past. In The
World Until Yesterday, Diamond reveals how traditional societies around the world offer an extraordinary window onto how our ancestors lived for the
majority of human history - until virtually yesterday, in evolutionary terms - and provide unique, often overlooked insights into human nature. Drawing
extensively on his decades working in the jungles of Papua New Guinea, Diamond explores how tribal societies approach essential human problems, from
childrearing to conflict resolution to health, and discovers we have much to learn from traditional ways of life. He unearths remarkable findings - from the
reason why modern afflictions like diabetes, obesity and Alzheimer's are virtually non-existent in tribal societies to the surprising benefits of
multilingualism. Panoramic in scope and thrillingly original, The World Until Yesterday provides an enthralling first-hand picture of the human past that
also suggests profound lessons for how to live well today. Jared Diamond is the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of the seminal million-copy-bestseller Guns,
Germs, and Steel, which was named one of TIME's best non-fiction books of all time, and Collapse, a #1 international bestseller. A professor of geography
at UCLA and noted polymath, Diamond's work has been influential in the fields of anthropology, biology, ornithology, ecology and history, among others.

The Age of Atheists
Is Religion Irrational? (Large Print 16pt)
From Plato to Wittgenstein and religions from Judaism to the Hindu tradition, interspersed with divine influences from Classical Greece, Romantic poetry,
and the occasional scene from 'Alien', ‘God: A Guide for the Perplexed’ charts the path of humanity's great spiritual odyssey: the search for God. Leading
the way through this minefield is acclaimed philosopher-theologian Keith Ward, blending the sublime and the eclectic in a narrative which offers wit,
erudition and moments of genuine pathos. As a survey of the different manifestations of God through the centuries, and an examination of humanity's
search for the divine, this is an engaging and informative book. As a deeply moving testament to our endless capacity for spiritual hope, it is compulsive
reading for anyone interested in, or embarking on, the great quest for meaning. ‘A lively and very clearly written discussion summarizing and criticizing the
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thoughts of many significant thinkers.’ Times Literary Supplement ‘Wry but delightfully non-ironic, intelligent and clear, this book is a blessing. ‘
Publishers Weekly ‘Highly informed, witty and immensely accessible. One of the most congenial, lively and informative introductions to this field.’ Alister
McGrath, Professor of Historical Theology, Oxford University

Is Believing in God Irrational?
Many of our questions about religion, says renowned anthropologist Pascal Boyer, are no longer mysteries. We are beginning to know how to answer
questions such as "Why do people have religion?" Using findings from anthropology, cognitive science, linguistics, and evolutionary biology, Religion
Explained shows how this aspect of human consciousness is increasingly admissible to coherent, naturalistic explanation. This brilliant and controversial
book gives readers the first scientific explanation for what religious feeling is really about, what it consists of, and where it comes from.

Problems of Religious Luck
The best-selling author of Why Evolution Is True discusses the negative role of religion in education, politics, medicine and social policy, explaining how
religion cannot provide verifiable or responsible answers to world problems.
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